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World War II lasted for nearly six years and is considered as a massive global military conflict. By the end of 
this war, nearly 38 million people died and most of these were innocent civilians. The brunt of this war was 
in Japan and Europe as more than 50 nations took part in this war. Americans were fighting this war to 
defeat tyranny. Nazi Germany had conquered most of Europe and the primary reason behind this was the 
vengeance against Jews. 

Holocaust, also known as the death of millions of Jews within the span of a decade is regarded as a primary 
cause of World War II. Adolf Hitler had a twisted sense of hatred towards the Jews and anyone around Hitler 
who had a Jewish background was considered unholy and faced starvation upon recognition. German Nazis 
used to kill multiple Jews on a single occasion and were also locked up in concentration camps which are 
known as death camps. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Wait! Are you overwhelmed with deadlines? 



If yes, then you can always ‘essay writing service’ online from a reliable writing service. The topic under 
consideration needs a lot of research and you may be in a crunch! If you have an ample amount of time, 
feel free to read further details on the great historic event. 

A lot of causes behind the Second World War can be traced back to the First World War. At the end of the 
First World War, anger and bitterness boiled over and this led to the beginnings of the Second World War. 
The world was hit by an economic depression in the 1930s and world trade fell off. After the first world war, 
the nations which were actively involved divided into two groups; the central powers and the allied powers. 
The central powers consisted of Austria-Hungary and the German Empire while the Allied powers were 
formed by the British Empire, the United States of America, and the Russian Empire. 

In addition to the above factors, expansionary foreign policies implemented by Hitler and the chaotic 
aftermath of some consequential global treaties also played a Write my paper role. There was also a 
manipulation of the economic sanctions by the United States on Japan and this can also be regarded as an 
important driver behind the war. In the ideological motivations of both the Axis powers and the Western 
Powers, there was an orthodox interpretation. 

Before scrolling down further remember that if your deadline is nearing, reach out for expert ‘write essay for 
me’ services online and get an efficient essay on the causes and effects of the second world war within 
hours! 

The effects of this war were worse as compared to the First World War. There were countless lives lost and 
the number of people who were left homeless also paled in correlation. Even though this war put an end to 
dictatorship in Europe, the level of devastation in many countries, cities, and towns was unprecedented. 

The territorial boundaries of many European countries were demarcated once again. The Soviet Union was 
the biggest beneficiary of this war in terms of territorial expansion and the nation which was affected the 
most was Germany. It got divided into four parts and all these four parts were controlled individually by 
France. There were some positives as far as the economic effects of this war are concerned but there is no 
match with the chaos that this war caused. Industries suffered setbacks on massive scales and the whole 
European economy came to a standstill. The war did not end until after two bombs were dropped by the 

Americas in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In 1945, Japan had to surrender. 

World War II is one of the most studied and analyzed topics in history and its paper writing service have to 
be understood in order to comprehend the evolution of 20th-century global political climate.  
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